INTRODUCTION
============

Gene transcription is often controlled by transcription factors that bind to specific DNA-binding sites; these either promote (activate) or repress (inhibit) the binding of RNA polymerase. To fully understand a gene's functions, it is helpful to understand the regulatory network context in which the gene participates, and that includes identifying the transcription factors that regulate it. Transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) can be determined experimentally, e.g. using DNA footprinting ([@B1]), or using high throughput techniques such as ChIP-on-chip ([@B2]) or ChIP-seq ([@B3]). However, with increased potential for high throughput genome sequencing ([@B4]), the availability of accurate computational methods for TFBS prediction has never been so important.

Computational methods for prediction of TFBSs fall into two broad classes: de novo methodologies, in which upstream regions of genes are analyzed for over-represented motifs; and training-based methodologies, in which a set of known binding sites is used to capture statistical information about a binding site in order to make predictions. De novo binding site prediction typically identifies binding site motifs without using prior knowledge of known binding sites ([@B5]). These methods can be classified as: (i) positional bias, using the concentration of a motif near the transcriptional start site ([@B6]), (ii) group specificity, comparing the localization of motifs in coding regions rather than non-coding regions ([@B6]) and (iii) least likelihood under background model ([@B7]).

On the other hand, training-based methods can be classified as: (i) consensus-based methods using the position weight matrix ([@B8]), (ii) Bayesian modeling of the binding site positions ([@B9; @B10; @B11]), (iii) Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) of binding site positions ([@B12]) or (iv) biophysical methods, as QPMEME ([@B13]). These methods mostly use the position-specific weight matrix (PSWM) that describes the frequency of base occurrence (A, C, G and T) in each position of an alignment; QPMEME uses the binding energies between the amino acids and the DNA bases. The PSWM is computed as for {A, C, G, T} at each position ***i*** from , the frequency of each base ***x*** among the sequences \[that may include a pseudo-count to compensate for under sampling ([@B12])\]. Then if there are *N* sequences in the alignment (with appropriate pseudo-count correction), the proportion of symbol ***x*** in position ***i*** is given by . Hence, given a new sequence of symbols , the simplest measure of position-specific probability associated with this sequence is:

This matrix can be also called the ungapped score matrix as it does not allow for evolutionary insertions or deletions represented by gaps in a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) into the computation of the score. The score will typically be calculated for all appropriate sub-sequences of an upstream region in order to identify the most likely binding sites.

Incorporating gaps into MSAs to allow representation of insertions or deletions has been found to increase the specificity of alignment models ([@B12]). Therefore, an evolutionary derived gapped model of the training sequences might provide a better prediction of the binding site likelihood. One way to achieve a gapped model of the binding site is with a HMM ([@B12]). HMMs have been used previously in research of binding site prediction to assess the likelihood of the binding site based on its statistical evolutionary profile. A zero order HMM models the sequence of bases as a Markov chain of three states (Match, Delete and Insert) as described by Durbin *et al.* ([@B12]). Transition and emission probabilities are calculated using an MSA of the training set of sequences.

Although current state-of-the-art TFBS prediction algorithms use position-specific methods, it has long been known that interactions between neighboring DNA bases have a significant impact on DNA topology. For example, the thermodynamic properties of base-stacking interactions have been extensively measured, and are commonly used in computational methods for DNA secondary structure prediction ([@B14]). This was illustrated in work discussing the effect of DNA flexure on the binding site affinity ([@B15]). Compensating mutations between neighboring DNA bases have been long known ([@B16]) and Tomovic and Oakeley have also shown that there are statistical dependences between bases and that they correlate with DNA structure ([@B17]). We have also shown using mutual information analysis that there are dependencies between neighboring and distant positions of the TFBSs that we study (see Results).

Similar ideas have been applied to analyze the splicing signals in eukaryotes ([@B18; @B19; @B20]). Other work includes the development of methodologies that can capture inter-position correlations using a set of training sequences ([@B19],[@B21],[@B22]) and apply these correlations to de novo TFBS searches ([@B20]). Bulyk *et al.* also showed that these correlations have an effect on the affinity of binding sites ([@B23]). Tomovic and Oakeley ([@B17]) have also introduced a statistical evaluator for the interdependence in binding site nucleotides based on ungapped joint probability (UJP) distributions.

The aim of this work is to improve the computational prediction of TFBSs by developing new training-based methods that incorporate base interdependencies in effective ways. We assess their performance by comparing them with position-specific approaches that are the most commonly used methods, hidden Markov models and the joint probability model of Tomavic and Oakeley. We provide further biological verification of the methods by showing that combining them with ChIP-on-chip data can improve binding site prediction. Finally, we have made this method accessible through an easy-to-use website.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

A novel method for TFBS prediction using base-pair dependencies
---------------------------------------------------------------

The core of this work is the development and evaluation of three novel TFBS prediction methods that extends position-specific methods by including information about correlated changes in neighboring DNA positions. The first method is an ungapped position-specific method that makes use of a block alignment without gaps (henceforth referred to as 'ungapped' methods); the second method is first-order HMM that is a modification of the zero order HMMs that use gapped MSAs to account for dependencies between neighboring positions in the binding sites; the third method is an enhancement to the ungapped model above by taking into consideration the positional background probability.

Ungapped likelihood
-------------------

The ungapped scoring in this case is different from the normal position-specific scoring in the sense that the probability of a base in a certain position is conditional on the occurrence of the base in the previous position. That means, the probability of finding base in position *i*+1 given in position *i* is which is computed as the frequency of finding the couple at positions *i* and *i+1*, divided by the frequency of finding in position *i*, so that the conditional probability of finding a base given the base is given by:

where *U* is a smoothing parameter that can also be thought of as a pseudo-count to compensate for under sampling ([@B12]). We have set *U* = 0.25/*n*, where *n* is the length of the alignment. The resulting matrix will contain for all the 16 combinations of the four bases at every position. Using this model, we are able to calculate the conditional probabilities based on a training set of known binding sites and then use these probabilities to predict the binding sites in a new sequence. Given a new sequence, the binding site likelihood is then a simple calculation of the probabilities computed over the binding site positions: where *L(S)* is the likelihood of the sequence *S* of *n* bases, is the PSWM probability of base *x* in position 1 (*x* is one of the DNA bases {A,C,G,T}).

Ungapped likelihood under positional background
-----------------------------------------------

The second model described in our work is an enhancement over the ungapped model that takes the background sequences into consideration. In this model the background ungapped conditional probabilities for the genome of interest (e.g. *Escherichia coli* K12 MG1655) is calculated using the entire genomic sequence so that: where *y* and *x* are nucleotides {A, C, G, T}, *g*(*x*) is the frequency of nucleotide *x* in the search sequence, and *g*(*x*,*y*) is the frequency of nucleotides *x* and *y* at neighboring positions in the search sequence.

The binding sites likelihood ratio is now given as the ratio of the likelihood under the training sequence probabilities relative to the likelihood under the background model so that it becomes

and the likelihood is given by:

Throughout the work, we have used the log likelihood ratios for ease of calculation.

First-order gapped HMM
----------------------

The HMM used in this work is a first-order HMM in which every match state emits only one base (i.e. probability of 1) and the transition probabilities capture all interdependencies between the binding-site bases. The HMM has the usual insert and delete states associated with Profile HMMs ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The HMM transition and emission probabilities are calculated using training sequences with pseudo-counts and the Viterbi algorithm. Figure 1.First-order HMM states for the DNA sequence, with four match states {A, C, G, T} emitting A, C, G or T, respectively, with probability 1. D is the delete state/silent state emitting no bases and I is the insert state which emits either A, C, G or T with equal probability. B and E denotes the beginning and end states of the HMM.

The hidden Markov state sequence for a given observation can be best found by finding the most probable path of states for a given observation, as defined by the Viterbi algorithm. Formally, the most probable path can be found recursively. If we suppose that the probability *v~k~*(*i*) of the most probable path ending in state *k* with observation *i* is known for all states *k*, then such probabilities can be calculated for observation *x~i+1~* as where: is the emission probability at state *l* for observation, *i + 1* the transition probability between state *k* and state *l.*

The Viterbi algorithm uses a dynamic programing approach to solve this problem, using the optimal substructure solution as the partial state sequence as a part of the observation. Applying the above general Viterbi equation to our first-order Markov model, then the resulting set of equations for the states in our model is as follows: where is the log-odds score of the best path matching subsequence to the sub-model up to state *j*, ending with *x*~i~ being emitted by state *Y*~i~, where *Y* in our model can be either A, C, G, T or I. On the other hand, is the log-odds score of the best path ending in a silence state *D.*

UJP
---

Tomavic and Oakeley ([@B17]) introduced a correction to the PSWM using the UJP of the dependant bases divided by the background probability of the bases. Assessment of their method has been made using in implementation of the scoring function shown in their Equation 22.

Assessing interdependency in the binding site
---------------------------------------------

We have measured the interdependency between the binding site positions using the mutual information ([@B25]) between each binding site position based on the Shannon entropies at each position given by the equation: where is the mutual information between position X and position Y and is the entropy at position X and is the joint entropy between position X and position Y.

Evaluation of prediction methodologies
--------------------------------------

In our work we have compared the training-based TFBS prediction in prokaryotic binding sites between ungapped likelihood, UJP method, ungapped likelihood under positional background (ULPB), first-order HMM and PSWM.

For each method and each transcription factor, a leave-one-out cross-validation method has been used to obtain a score for each binding site in the training set: a model is built using all of the other binding sites for that transcription factor and that model is used to obtain a score for the binding site in question. The *P-*values of the binding sites were calculated by comparing the leave-one-out scores with the distribution of model scores obtained for the genome sequence of *E. coli K12 MG1655* using a full training-set model*.* The calculated *P-*values were then corrected for false discovery rate (FDR; 26) and used to draw the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves.

The ungapped (block) sequence alignments are used as suggested by RegulonDB ([@B27]) with no gaps in the sequences. We choose the orientation of the binding sites to be cis with the regulated genes, as given in RegulonDB. MSA for the first-order Markov model was carried out using clustalw (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/clustalw/>).

We have compared the performance of ULPB against both UJP and PSWM for all the binding sites in the *E. coli K12 MG1655* for which we can obtain a training set of at least 20 sequences. We have also compared three binding sites in greater detail, including a comparison of the first-order HMMs, and in two cases, ChIP-on-chip data. These are the cAMP-receptor protein (CRP), LexA and ArcA. *E. coli* has been chosen because of the large number of experimentally verified binding sites sequences available and so provides the best data to test these ideas. The known binding site training sequences in this study have been obtained from RegulonDB.

### CRP

It is one of the seven ''global'' transcription factors in *E. coli* ([@B28]), known to regulate \>100 transcription units ([@B29]). CRP's activity is triggered by binding of the second messenger cAMP in response to glucose starvation and other stresses ([@B29]). CRP binding sites have proved to be particularly noisy as the computational searching for the consensus binding site can easily miss lots of known binding sites. CRP was chosen for its high promiscuity to the transcription factors.

### LexA

It directly regulates ∼30 *E. coli* transcription units involved in the 'SOS' response ([@B30]). Such transcription is induced in response to DNA damage. Under normal growth conditions, LexA binds to a specific 20 bp sequence within the promoter regions of these genes, repressing transcription by sterically occluding RNA polymerase (RNAP). LexA was chosen for its lower promiscuity to the transcription factors, which should exhibit better behavior than the CRP binding site.

### ArcA

It is a global regulator that changes in relation to the expression of fermentation genes and represses the aerobic pathways when *E. coli* enter low oxygen growth conditions ([@B31]). ArcA was chosen for its different protein domain (CheY like) and a very low consensus of the binding site.

ChIP-on-chip Analysis
---------------------

We have used a pre-prepared ChIP-on-chip analysis of LexA from Wade *et al.* ([@B32]) and CRP from Grainger *et al.* ([@B33]), and linked it with binding sites prediction score for various methods to, first, verify the prediction capability of the method and, second, show the linear correlation between the prediction scoring function and the binding site signal (see [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq274/DC1)).

Genome-wide linking
-------------------

For each method and each binding site, we have scored the whole genome of *E. coli* K12 MG165 using the known binding sites from RegulonDB as a training set. Scored binding sites are linked with signal from the ChIP-on-chip analysis: for each probe on the array, the highest likelihood binding site within 1 KB is used. The binding sites linked with the signal are then tested against the known binding sites from RegulonDB by selecting a cut-off both for the likelihood and for the chip signal. The known binding sites detected above both cut-offs are considered as true positives; the other known binding sites detected below the cut-offs are considered false negatives; the unknown binding sites detected above the cut-offs are considered false positives; finally, the unknown binding sites detected below the cut-offs are considered true negatives. The cut-offs were optimized simultaneously for the best sensitivity and specificity to find thresholds that maximized their product.

RESULTS
=======

Neighboring positions in binding sites show high levels of mutual information
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We have identified base dependences in TFBSs using mutual information ([@B25]) between each base pair of the TFBS sequences. In all three binding sites analyzed (CRP, LexA and ArcA), there are high dependencies among the neighboring positions ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The CRP binding sites show high mutual information particularly between positions 5, 6, 7, 8 and between positions 15, 16, 17, 18, 19. These sites also show longer range correlations between 6, 15, 17 and 19 and strong correlation between 7 and 16 and finally a correlation between position 8, 19 and 21. The LexA binding sites show higher correlations than the CRP binding site in most of the neighboring positions. There are also many distant correlations, for example, in positions 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 with the bases before 5 and position 5 with the bases 15 to 20. ArcA binding sites show multiple correlations in the distal and proximal five positions as well as some distant correlations between positions 3, 4 and 12, 13, 14 and 15. In all three cases, the central portion of the TFBS showed little mutual information between neighboring bases. There are also frequent occurrences of distant correlated mutations in palindromic positions. Many transcription factors, including CRP and LexA, bind as dimers (<http://ecocyc.org/>). Therefore, the associated TFBSs frequently consist of two similar anti-parallel sequences forming a separated, usually imperfect, palindrome. Thus correlations between the upstream and downstream portions of the TFBS are to be anticipated. Figure 2.Heat maps and sequence logos ([@B35]) of the three binding sites under study showing mutual information between bases. Darker squares indicate higher mutual information. (**A**) shows the heat map of CRP, (**B**) Sequence logo for CRP, (**C**) shows the heat map of LexA, (**D**) Sequence logo for LexA, (**E**) shows the heat map of ArcA and (**F**) Sequence logo for ArcA. For all three genes, there are high levels of mutual information between many neighboring bases, as well as longer range interactions. Mutual information on the minor diagonal represents palindromic correlations.

Predictions based on base interdependence outperform methods based only on position-specific information
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We assessed both the ungapped models and the HMM models for the three transcription factors mentioned using training set of their known binding sites. The ROC curves ([@B34]) are shown for each binding site ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). For all three binding sites, the ULPB model shows a distinct advantage over other methodologies in predicting the binding sites. Figure 3.ROC curves for the binding sites being studied. (**A**) CRP, (**B**) LexA, (**C**) ArcA and (**D**) Figure legend. Each plot shows a comparison between Green: the ULPB, Blue: the gapped alignment scoring using Viterbi algorithm, Red: un-gapped alignment using the conditional probability, Purple: normal PSWM scoring and Grey: un-gapped joint probability. Observe that in all cases our novel ungapped method either outperforms or matches the level of all other methods.

The true discovery rate has been recorded for the binding sites tested against each method. The ULPB method shows a consistent improvement over position-specific methods and other neighboring-based methods, with area under curve 0.97 for CRP, 0.88 for ArcA and 0.98 for LexA. This is compared with the PSWM giving 0.92 for CRP, 0.82 for ArcA and 0.82 for LexA. Without positional background, the ungapped likelihood performs marginally worse, with 0.95 for CRP, 0.87 for ArcA and 0.98 for LexA. The first-order HMM shows a good performance for CRP with 0.96 and LexA with 0.98. On the other hand, first-order gapped HMM shows worst prediction for ArcA with 0.77 versus 0.82 for normal ungapped position-specific method (see Discussion). [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} demonstrates the area under ROC curve calculations for all of the methods. The ULPB model performs at least as well or better than all other methods for all three binding sites analyzed in detail. Analysis of all 22 binding sites demonstrates that the ULPB model performs better than PSWM in every case ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), with very substantial improvements in some cases (e.g. FlhDC). ULPB substantially outperforms the UJP method of Tomovic and Oakeley in eight binding sites and is marginally better for further eight binding sites with the same performance for the other binding sites. Table 1.Area under ROC curves for all five methods applied to all three binding sitesBinding sitePSWMFirst-order HMMUJPUngapped modelULPBCRP0.920.960.930.950.97LexA0.820.980.970.980.98ArcA0.820.770.880.870.88 Table 2.Area under ROC curves for two methods applied to all 22 regulators with at least 20 known binding sites in RegulonDBBinding sitePSWMUJPULPBFlhDC0.220.670.85MetJ0.280.40.67AraC0.350.580.83OmpR0.470.870.96NarP0.550.640.88PhoP0.620.970.97GlpR0.610.910.93TyrR0.580.820.84NarL0.740.870.98LexA0.760.930.98NtrC0.780.990.99H-NS0.540.540.65ArgR0.830.920.95Lrp0.670.720.75SoxS0.860.580.95CpxR0.780.840.84ArcA0.820.880.88CRP0.920.930.96IHF0.820.830.84FNR0.930.930.95Fis0.810.820.82Fur0.950.960.96

Combining likelihood with ChIP-on-chip signal improves prediction of known binding sites
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to verify the predicted binding sites, a comparison has been made between computed likelihoods and ChIP-on-chip analyses of LexA ([@B32]) and CRP ([@B33]). All methods show reasonable correlations between likelihoods and ChIP-on-chip signal (see [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq274/DC1)). Likelihood scoring of binding sites can be further combined with ChIP-on-chip signal to improve prediction of known binding sites. The combination of ULPB and ChIP-on-chip predicts known binding sites with 73% sensitivity and 99% specificity ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This is superior to other methods that have sensitivities of 69% (PSWM), 68% (ungapped) and 68% (first-order HMM) with similar specificities ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq274/DC1)). For CRP, ULPB is able to predict known binding sites with higher sensitivity but with lower specificity. Figure 4.(**A**) ChIP-on-chip analysis of CRP linked with the whole genome showing probes corresponding to known binding sites as blue dots and other probes on the chip in brown. The horizontal line is shows the optimal signal cut-off and the vertical line shows the optimal likelihood cut-off. (**B**) ChIP-on-chip analysis of LexA linked with the whole genome; details as in (A). Table 3.Sensitivity/specificity analysis of CRP and LexA linked with the ChIP-on-chip signalBinding siteCRPLexASensitivity (%)Specificity (%)Sensitivity (%)Specificity (%)PSWM58866999First-order HMM62826899UJP62806499Ungapped model57866899ULPB61807399

ULPB platform: a web interface to the ULPB methodology
------------------------------------------------------

ULPB is a website giving public access to the algorithm described in this article. It predicts binding sites from a set of search sequences based on a set of known binding sites sequences and using the ULPB method explained before. The website is integrated with xbase2 system ([@B24]) giving user access to searching \>600 bacterial genomes (as of August 2009).

The website searches in three stages ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}): the first stage is training, the second stage is the background scoring and third stage is for choosing the best cut-off for the binding site (default is 0.05 Q-value). A final option is motif filtering in which the returned predicted binding sites can be filtered by a user-supplied regular expression motif. Figure 5.ULPB website passes through three stages in its process of the TFBS search. The first stage starts by computing the likelihood for the training sequences using ULPB. The second stage, a background model is generated from the search sequences and is used as a null hypothesis. The third stage determines the cut-off for the transcription factor likelihood as 5% of the background sequences, and then it scores the given search sequences and outputs the binding sites \>5%.

The binding site cut-off is selected with given *q*-value FDR cut-off under a set of background sequences generated from the search sequences given. The random set of sequences is generated after training a Markov chain of the transitions between the nucleotide types; in essence a Markov chain is constructed as in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

The transition probabilities are captured from the search sequences. Starting with a random base {A, C, G, T}, these probabilities are then used to generate a sequence with the same length as the binding site.

The website is currently available on <http://www.ulpb.bham.ac.uk>

DISCUSSION
==========

We have described a new methodology to score binding site likelihoods that uses interdependence between nucleotide bases and the positional background weights. We have shown that this provides a better scoring function compared to current position-specific methodologies and existing base-interdependent methods.

This method was tested in detail for three different *E. coli* transcription factors: CRP, LexA and ArcA, and against PSWM and UJP for a further 19 binding sites. *E. coli* was chosen as it is the prokaryote for which the most number of representative experimentally determined training sequences are available. CRP was chosen for its high promiscuity, ArcA was chosen for its low conservation and LexA was chosen for its high conservation. These binding sites were chosen as to represent most of the binding sites profiles. CRP and ArcA have shown a better performance on ULPB than the current position-specific, HMM and UJP methods. LexA on the other hand has shown a close performance between the methods.

The binding sites studied are all global regulators. It is difficult to apply training-based methodologies for TFBS prediction for transcription factors that regulate only a small number of genes because these methods need an appropriately sized training set to generate a reliable model. One approach to get round this could be to build a training set using known TFBSs for homologous transcription factors in closely related organisms.

The ULPB method was better than the first ungapped model since it gives higher weight for the binding site specific interdependencies versus the background interdependencies which increases the specificity of the method for the binding site against a certain set of search sequences. It has also shown improvement binding sites over the UJP method of Tomovic and Oakeley which uses joint probabilities.

The ungapped methods presented here generally proved to be a better scorer than the HMMs that include gaps that are representative of insertion and deletion events. Thus the interdependent effects are not as well captured by the evolutionary mutations included in a gapped MSA. In other words, the gapped alignment process actually disrupts the correlations between the bases forcing the HMM to select the best deletion or insertion or a nucleotide for the correlation, which introduces noise in the correlation profile. This effect is particularly apparent when comparing ArcA with LexA. The alignment introduces many more gaps in case of ArcA and almost no gaps with LexA ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), which could explain the difference between the blue curve (first-order HMM) and the green curve (ungapped) in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Perhaps an alignment methodology that only allowed internal gaps would perform better. Figure 6.Clustalw MSAs of ArcA and LexA. The ArcA alignment has many gaps, especially at the start of the sequences. The LexA alignment has few gaps.

The mutual information analysis also revealed that binding sites sometimes exhibit palindromic correlations. However, a model that included correlations with palindromic positions was less successful than the ungapped model presented (data not shown). It is possible that a model that uses a graph-theoretic tour of the mutual information matrix to capture long range and palindromic correlations could be more successful ([@B21],[@B22]).

The combination of likelihood scoring and ChIP-on-chip or ChIP-seq analysis can be a powerful method for prediction of TFBSs. We have shown that for LexA, the ULPB method can help increase sensitivity of predictions without loss of specificity. The data for CRP were less conclusive; this is likely to be due to the high promiscuity of CRP for DNA increasing the noise in the CRP ChIP-on-chip data set and suggesting that complex chemical interactions contribute to the signal, beyond the consensus of the binding site alone. Thus in principle the combination of computational and ChIP techniques is potentially effective, but care needs to be taken over choice of transcription factor for analysis.

A possible extension of our work would be to use these methods to relate the sequence of the TFBS with its affinity. Such work would require a sizeable training set of measured affinities and could be useful in predicting the affinities of TFBSs for which no measurements are available.
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